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June 8, 2015 --

Dear Friends of the Arctic: 

Springtime in the Arctic is such a beautiful time... after one of the coldest winters, bright sunshine 

now floods the Arctic skies. In some villages like Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, it will still be daylight 

at midnight! Sometimes you can hear the happy laughter of Inuit children playing on muddy roads 

at 3:00 a.m. enjoying the glories of the midnight sun!! This reminds us that we need to work in the 

Arctic for souls while there is still DAY! The night will soon come and JESUS WILL RETURN. Many

are still not ready. 

The roar of snowmobiles and constant yelping of dog teams enhances the enthusiasm of the Inuit 

families to travel to their cabins and camps for fishing and hunting during these short spring and 

summer seasons. 

Good reports are still coming from many villages that God is continuing to pour out HIS SPIRIT, as 

He said He would in the last days. Even though it is summer season, the people of the North love 

to meet together, to preach and hear the Word of God and truly, REVIVAL FIRES continue to burn

in many hearts. The people are hungry for God, and have a great desire to spread the Gospel to all 

in their land. 
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HAPPY LITTLE TRAVELER SUSAN & HER BIG CATCH

.. .. OVER 



We are excited to be planning a PROPHETIC CONFERENCE this November in Baker Lake, Nunavut. 
This will be a time when many of our Arctic church leaders and people come together for teaching, 
outreach, Holy Ghost revival meeting, and the HIGHLIGHT: ORDAINING more Inuit pastors to the 
service of the Lord. It is so important to encourage these dedicated Inuit leaders to take up the 
torch of leadership in their land, as they receive ordination. 

In the Arctic there are no roads connecting the villages, so we must travel by commercial aircraft. 
This is costly, and often difficult, but the eternal blessings and benefits of a Holy Spirit Conference 
are immeasurable. Will you pray and do what you can to assist these faithful leaders to attend this 
important gathering in Baker Lake? 

Our earnest desire is simply to be HIS HAND EXTENDED to these dear Inuit people, to teach and 
train leaders who can answer more "cries in the night." But, we cannot do it alone... we need you to 
link hands with us in prayer and financial giving.

Together, with God's blessing, we will be amazed at what the Lord will yet do in the land of ice and 
snow. 

May God bless you with renewed strength and joy during these exciting last days, as together, we 
spread the Word of God throughout this great Northland. 

Again, from my heart, thank you for caring and sharing so freely in this 
Arctic vision. 

Yours for the Harvest,

�11 
Kayy Goraon 

PASTORS BILL & JOAN, BAKER LAKE 

ALL READY TO GO! 




